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. EFFEOT OF AIRPLANE DESIGN.EFFICIENCY AND EKGINR

ECONOMY ON RANGE ..
.

By Maurice J. Brevoort, George W. Stickle,

and PFLU1 R. Hill

SI.??Y

The parameters affecting perfonpance of an airplane are

-divided into

power, gross

“efficiency”

two groups, (1) prtiary parameters (altitude,

wei@t, and wing area) and (2) secondary or .

pa~~et~r~ (en~ln~ economy, aerodynamic efficiency,

and structural el’f’lctency). This report examines the effect

of rnn=kifledvariations of the efficiency parameters to deter-

mine their influence upon performance.

.lhe “arialyslsshows that the eff’iclencyparameters when

compared to the prMary paznamters are extremely ineffective in

adj?lstingthe airplane performance to its tactical mission.

The values of the efficiency parameters are constantly being

improved by development and rssearch, and therefore the

absolute performance values are ~adually Increasing with time.

It 1s shown, however, that improvement in these parameters is-.,

no substitute Sor the proper choice of the primary parameters.
.,

The appendtx SI1OWSthat ohanges in the values of the> .:. ,
efficiency parameters in the calculation of the usual perform-

ance selection charts.-havevery little effect upon the broad ,
.. .-

trqnds in perfor&mc? as ~feoted b~ wing and power loading.
.

....“ ..
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The analysis shows that for a typical case the ultlmate

range of an airplane may be increased approximately 1 percent

by a l-percent reduction in specific fu61

2-percent reduetion in profile drag, or a

consumption, or a

l-percent reduction

in the str’~cturalweigkts.

The primary parameters may be selected to give wide varia-

tions of performance regardless of the efficiency parameter.

On the other hand no choice of efficiency parameters is permis-

sible. ~fficiency parameters are subject to continued ev6lu-

tion and at any given date the best vnluea will be used. ‘

H’!TRODUCTICN

The HACA in cooperaticm with the military services has

made a study in which airplane perfommnce has been graphi-

cally related to airplane parameters. These parameters are

divided into two gr’mFs.

Primary (dimensicr.al) Secondary (efficiency)

Altitude Engine economy
Power
Gross weight

Aerodynamic efficiency
Structural efficiency

Wing a~ea

The reports (references 1, 2, 3, _ 4) Mvo ken
concerned with relating the perfmmnce and primry parameters

while the secondary parameters were held constant.

This report examines the effect of magr..lfiedvariations

of the secondary or efficiency parameters to determine their

influence upon the performance. The effect of efficiency

parameters on performance is computed for two bor~bers,that

is, for two sets of primary parameters.

. ..— —.... .- 1
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A true perspective
. —-.. ,,, . .. .

efficiency parameters

of the relation between primary and-

is”of great assl%~-tice’inthe speol-

fication and design of an airplane and presents a clear con-

ception of the responsibility placed upon tactical, procure-

ment, industrial, and research personnel.

To all practicable purposes the primary parameters are

determined by thb type of the airplane and the requirements ,

of the mission and are therefore indirectly defined by.the “ “

tactician. It is very important that this fact be realized.‘

because,once the requirements of tho mission are set, very

little choice remains to the procurement, industrial, or

resesrch personnel. Therefore the te.cti.cianmust hkve a

means of rapidly relating the performance of the airplano to

Its dimensional parameters in order to appreciate the com-

prcunisethat Is made.

Once the type and mission of the airpl~e are fixed, “
. .

the differences between airplanes are .detemined by changes

in the secondary or
..

efficiency parameters. The entire

efforts of research and development.are directed towards the

gradual improvement of theme efficiency parameters.

An appendix presents the usual performance selection
. ..

charts with values .ofthe efficiency parameters used in

this report....

. . .
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ANALYSIS

General

Two re?resentati~e bonbers have

changes of’&e subject parameters to

been selected to relate “

‘rs.ngeand bomb capacity.

These are powered by four 2000-horsepower engines supercharged

to 35,000 feet altitude. One 1s a fast bomber with a wing

loading of 70 pounds pm square foot and a power loading of ..

12 pounds per horsepower, that 1s, a wing area of 1370 square

feet and a gross weight of 96,000 pounds. The second bomber

is designed with the smne take-off distance as the first but . 0

has greater cargo capacity and range capabilities. The

second bomber has a wing’loading of 40 pounds per square foot.

and a power loading of”25 pounds per horsepower, whlc-nmeans a

wing area of 5000 square feet and a gross weight of 200,000

pounds● These

l“ocatlonon the

The effect

demonstrated by

comparisons for

bombers have the”performances shown by their .

selection chart (fig. 1). ~

of the efficiency parameters on range Is “
-.

means of range-bomb load curves, giving range

all values of bomb load. Unless otherwise “ .-.

stated, all range values sre those obtainable at the maximum
..

L/D condition. . . .
Specific Fuel.Consumption

.
The vari”atlonsof specific fuel ocmmnnption as a function

of engine power for this”study are given in figure 2. me. - “

‘tproduotion
. .

11curve represents a good ~stallation of a
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production engine in an airplane. This is taken as the “
,----- - ...., . ..... ..

basic curve of speclfli-fuel o&ri~&tl’on for the remainder
.

of the studies., The llbetter-coolingll.curve represents what

might be obtained.if better cooling of the engine wore pro-

vided or better fuels permitted higher power with lean

mixtures. The lltest-standllourve represents the best

probable for a conventional four-stroke-cycle gasoline avi-

ation engine und6r id6al test-stand operating conditions.

me Ilideal’icurve repr~sents what tight be obtained if no

limitations on e~gine onerntion existed and an efficient

engine cycle ustng high cmapresslon retio were used. The

“nonoptimun installation” curve repi’esentswhat might be ob- “

tained for an installation that suf’fersfrom defects that

prohibit operaticn at minimum specific fi~elconsumption. .

Examples of such defects are (1) insufficient cooling in

either the engine, intercooler, or oil cooler, (2) an under-

sized propeller that does not permit operation at minimum”

specific fuel consumption without stalling of the propeller

blades, (3) poor supercharging, (.4)large duct losses,

(5) poor distribution of fuel, and many other defects too

numerous to mention.

The effect of the above variations in specific fuel

consumption on the range-bomb load curves is shown in “

figures 3, 4.,5, and 6. In the calculations for these

curves it is assumed that the bomb load is dropped at half
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the range. Two methods of flylng these airplanes are pre-

sented in the figures, (1) the sea-level maximum L/D con-

dition and (2) the condition of rated power and matimum

altitude up to the critical altitude that can be flown at

rated power and max!.mumL/D.

The sea-level maximum Li’Dconclition of flight, shown in

figures 3 and 4, represents the greatest range capabilities

of these airplanes. It may be noted in figure 3 that Q

change from the production curve to the better cooling curve

of figure 2 makes no change in range. This means that the

range operation of this 96,00G-pound airplane is at a specific

fuel consumption of 0.425 po~d per horsepower-hour and there-

fore no change could be expected. The 209,000-pound airplane

of figure 4.shows some Improvement in range with the better

cooling engine.

The curves for the maximum continuous rated power con-

dition, figures 5 end 6, show much grenter differences tn

range for the changes in specific fuel consumption. These

curves are computed for 1675 horsepower per engine for the

entire flight. Climb is made at maximum L,/Dto 35,000 feet,

after which operation continues at 35,000 feet. -

Flight under these conditions represents the approximate

minimum time

again “haste

be seen that

condition end it is interesting to note how here

makes waste.” Comparing figures 3 and 5 it may

it requires the Ideal engine to fly as far for “

I

. .
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this high-speed oondltion as the production engine oan fly “

under Ideal openattng-oondttions..‘LThe largest.adv~ta8e .

In the iluprovementof the speci.f’i~fuel oonswqption is

demonstrated when military condi.tlpnsdemand a high-speed

mission.

Aerodynamic Refin&ent

The variation In aerodynamic refinement corresponds to

a total change in profile drag of two to one. The values

corresponding to l~productlonltline airplanes have a wing

profile drag coeffi.clentof O,OC$O$ a tail drag coefficient

based on wing area of 0.0030 and a bbdy drag coefficient of

0.12 based on the effective body frontal area. The ‘Imodel[i

drag coefficient corresponds to what may be demonstrated in

a wind-tunnel test providing that all large interference

drags havo been eliminated by proper alinement of the bodies

and wings and the air flow is alloweclsufficient length to

e~and without breakdown of flow. The futuristic drag

coefficient is a drag coefficient that may be obtained some

time in the future,

The effect of these changes in tierodynamicrefinement

on the range snd bomb capacity for the sea-level maximum L/D

condition is given In figures 7 and 8. These

very similar to those of figures 3 and 4. where

fuel Consumption was varied. . A OG~~iSO~ of
n

figures look

specific

the

—
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1

futuri Stlc curve of figure 7 with the production curve‘of

figure,8 shows that the seleotlcm of’.the proper power loading

for maximum range Is as effective in obtnining range as the

halving of the profile drag coefficient.

. Structural Weight

The normal structural weight Is given as that required

for a production wing with a design load factor of 4 with a

677C!-poundbomb load in the fuselage and the fuel load dis-

tributed along the wing, a root wing thickness of 20 percent,

and an aspect ratio of 12. The 70-percent structural weight

represents what might be obtained with lower load factors,

better conatructidn, more perfeotly distributed loads, and

perhaps greater wing thickness providing the drag of the wing

did not increase appreciably. me structural weight of 1.30

times normal represents what may be expected with either

poorer construction, greater load factors, thinner wi~=s,or

large concentrated loads in the fuccl~~?e.

The effect of these variations In structural

given in figures ~ and 10. The e~fect is nearly

any range of operation and differs in t~.isrmumer

other two parameters investigated. The r91ative

Vieight j.S

uniform for

from the

importance

of structural weight for the larger airplane is readily

apparent from the spacing of the curvas.

If it is desired to use an airplane to bomb a target

that requires it to operate near its ultimate range, the
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importance of structural Weight could n@ be.overemphasized..,. /,.,- ,-..

For example, in ftgure 10, if the alrpl&k”~a required to “ .

bomb a target 4000 miles from the base, it is seen that an ‘.

airplane.with normal structural weight can carry 10,000..pounds

of bombs while, if the structural

70 pdrcent, it could carry 34,000

means that, for a given weight ot’

weight.were reduced.to #

pounds of bcmbs. m“is . “

bombs, less than one-third.,

of the airplanes 1s required for such a mission.

Fixed Weights “ .

While the above examples were.worked for a given

structural welgh~ variation, the example may be applied with
.

sufficient accuracy to any.weight item by the use of the

bomb-load ordinate. If 19,000 pmnds are saved on equip- .

ment or crew, the-corresponding range may be estl~ated by .

drawing a curve.adjusted for this weight increment between

the structural wei~ht curves of figures $ or 10.

Combination of the Effects .. .

The e#’feetof’combining the varl.ationof the.per&metehs ‘ .

in a single design is showrr-tnfigures 11 and 12. Thes9 “ :

figures show that an airplane with a 20,000Amile range is

extremely hnrd to obtain. “ The signific-ce of thii fkct.

becomes more apnareritwhen.lt.is re”allzedthat th&2d0,000-”

pound bomber used in this study was selected because it”was

nearVJ.optimum for range l%om the studies Qf re~brences 1 . : .-

tok.

I
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A good approximation to the long range cuiwes in

figures 11 and 12 may be obtained by using the product of

the range ratios for the separate effects to obtain the

range end of the curve and the sum of the weight effects for

the bomb-load end of the curve.

For example, for figure 11

From From From
figure 4 figure 8 figure 10

‘m’e=twNi&ww“so’o)=’’J’’o”i’es
The other end point is read directly from figure 10 and

the curve may be constructed by noticing the shape of the “

curves in all the figures. This method mqy be used for

evaluation of airplanes with particular design features.

DISCUSSION

An examination of the figures showing the increase in

range with improvements In engine, aerodynamic, and structural

efflclenoy shows clearly that at any given date the practi-

cable improvement in range is a matter of a few hundred miles

if the dimensional parameters are held constant. There is a

small margin in possible performance between the best and the

poorest airplanes of any givm design date.

These differences apply with almost equal effect regard-

less of where the airplane falls on the selection charts.
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The most marked changes come when the pri.mary”parameters are.. . .

‘ ck*ge(I a’ld

ohartq.

A very

the primary

afiplarias‘areselected at varl&e points on.the
‘.

. .

confusing situation can be set up when some.of

factors are varied .atthe same time that an “

effioi.encyparsmeter ip varied. If the chan~e in per-

formance is attributed to the efficiency parameter,”then a

completely erroneous estimate of caus~ and effect 1s oh-.

talned. There are few case’swhere one thj.ngat a time Is

changed in an airplane so that the relation between the “ .
. .

chwge and the perf’or.mance1s uniquely determined.

For instance, if it is desired to determine the effect

of’the wing section on airplnne perfo~mmnce, the wing area,

plan form, thickness, and lift distribution must be main-

tained constant in the process.

Or, when the effect of a new desl~; of enQne cowling

Is to be determined, the cooling equipment, engine power,..

critical altitude, etc,,must remain unchanged if a true

evaluation of the change is to be obtained.

In other words, if a true evaluation of any change on

an airplane is to be obtained, it Is an elementa~ fact that

only that change in the airplane may be made. Since such

a change Is ,rarely,if ever, made to ~ airpiane; it is.

important t@at the conclusions drawn include all of the
..

changes and .tha~these effects are not related to only the

visual changes in external appearance.
,.

1-.,,
..
..—
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Each new design of airplane, engine, wing section,

cowling, prq”eller, or innumerable other details appemto

Introduce a revolution In airplane performance. When the

airplanes of the past and present are examined, many novel

features are observed but the striking feature of all is

that their performances we, wltk ap~~ropriateallowance for

date of design and type such as pursuit, bomber, etc., more

nearly defined by their weight, wing mea, power, and alti-

tude of operation rather than by the differences in the .

efficiency of the design.

that he has the secret to

model of the

assured, the

the airplane

airplanes,in

airplane has

requirements

Is designed,

Ceneraq turn

The designer invariably believes

the supetiesign but by the time the

been tested, the engine cooling

dictated by the ndssion for which

and a host of other circumstances,

out to be equal in so far as their

altltude of operation, wing loading, and power loading will

allow. There is simply an over-all gradual improvement of

airplanes. The startling Improvements aud high hopes add.up,.

in the finished airplanes to make a ~wadual evolution of’the

alrpiane which may be observed as time goes on.

COiiCLUDINGlUi’HiL21S

An malysis has been presented wMch shows the variation

in performance of two bombers with variations in engine,

aerodynamic, and structural efficiency. The analysis shows

that these efficiency parameters are comparatively ineffective

In ohanglng performance.
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The dimensional parameters (gross weight, power, wing .
..

.
tieij dnd altitude)”are-det-ermlnedby the ‘requirementsof the

mlsslon and the type of the airplane and are therefore fixed

by the airplane specification. .

The efficiency parameters’(engine, aerod~amic, and

structural efficiency) apply with equal force to all air-

planes regardless of the primary parameters. The ;

efficiency parameters undergo a continuous evolution with

time. The efforts of researeh and development are entirely

directed toward the improvement of these parameters.

Improv&ment of efficiency parameters is no substitute

for the proper

evaluating the

essential that

be segregated.

choice of the primary parameters. In

effect of parameters, it is absolutely

the influence of the two tyyes of parameters

I
-— — — —- — . —
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fie analysis-shows that the ultimate range of’an air-

plane may be Increased approximately

l-percent reduction in specific fuel

2-percent reduction in profile drag,

tion In the”structural weights for a

1 percent by a

consumption, or a

or a l-percent reduc-

typical case.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., December 1, 19!+2. “

.

● ✎✍
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APPG~IX.

-. ,The.NACAhas been making a study of-the effect,of’air-

plane parameters on airplane perf%timce (references 1 to~ ).. .

In these studies the major airplane parameters are taken as

,altitude,power, gross-weight, “atiwing area, and the effect

0$ these on airplane”perfo’mano~s is given ‘inthe form of

selectlon”charts. In orde”rto show these broad effects,

it was necessary to fix some systematic variation of such .

parameters as specific fuel”consuuptlon, fixed and struc-...

,.tura~we~ghts, and aerodyn&ic refinement. These

par~eters were varied in a manner that corresponded as

nearly as,possible to present-da~rproduction airplanes.

Research and development on the.i~rovement of these

parameters lead to an ever-clxn~~ng picture. It is the

purpose of this appendix to snow the el’feetof’wide varia-

tions in these parameters on the vsluas and trends of the

selection char”ts..

Basic Condition .

.“ The seleotion charts for ‘thebasic condition are

given in figure 13. 1 The maximum rarigewith no bomb load
-.

1s.given in figure 13(a). ‘‘The range is calculated with a

propeller efficiency of 80 percent, a specific fuel con-

s~tlon corresponding to the pro~uction curve of figure 2,
..-

-d a power equal to that required to fly at maximum L/D ,

at sea level. A span-load efficiency factor-of 0.8 was

I
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used in the calculations. For combat operating conditions

this ~snge must be multiplied by & factor of s~ety to take

care of adverse weather conditions and high-speed oper~ticm

over the target. The ultimate range without these allowances

is used for the comparisons in the paper since a value for

this factor is beyond the scope of tiiispaper.

The disposable load which includes gasoline, oil, and

bombs, but excludes military equipment anclcreqii, is given in

figure 13(b). Of this disposable lohd it has been assumed in

this report that 6700 pounds are bombs carried in the fuselage

and the remainder 1s a distributed load along the wing span.

If more bombs or cargo are carried in the fuselage, the

design load factor of 4 will not be maintained. “ “

The speed,

given in fl-wre

2000 horsepower

rate of clhb, and take-off performances are

13(C). The speed is calculated using

at 35,000 feet altitude with an effective

propeller efficiency of 75 percent. It is here assured that

the propulsive efficiency is lowered to 75 percent by the

cooling requirements for this altitude. The drag coefficient

of the airplane is taken as

CDO = 0.0120 + 0,12 F/s

where F .isthe effective frontal area OS the bodies and S

is the wing area. ‘ .“
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The rate of clhb is calculated for maximum L/D, fuil
. . .. .-”-. . .

load, Ad at sea level with 2000 horsepower. The effeotlve
..

propeller efficiency is assumed to be 80 percent. .

The take-off distance 1s the ground run calculated for

sea level, hard runway, and a take-off CL = 1.3. “

Figure 13(d) gives the structural weight and gas, oil,
. .

and bombs as a percentage of the gross weight. .

Figure 13(e) shows the variation of msxZmum.L/D

gross weight and wing area for the basic condition.

Specific l?delConsumptlcn

The variation in specific fuel consumption shown in

figure 2 affects the selectlcm charts only with respect to

ultimate ranga.
.-

curvo of fi~re

stand curve in

?he range charts for the better-cooling

2 are given in figure 14, for the test-

f’igure 15, for the ideal curve in

figure 16, and for the nonoptimum curve in figure 17.

A comparison of the above figures and those of

figure 13(a) shows that the greatest effect of specifio

fuel consumption on the trends of the charts is in the

curvature of the constant range curves at the high wing

and power loadings. This shows that the major reason for

.the existence of a sharp optimum wing loading for range at

high power loading Is the increase In specific fuel con-. .

sumptlon as the engine output approaches full power.
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The trends in rsnge:as effected

medium wing 1oadings are very little

fuel consumption of the engine.

. . .-.

---

by the power loadlng at

changed

Aerodynamic Refinement

The aerodynamic refinement of the

the performance characteristics except

load which is given In figure 13(b).

airplane affetis all of

the mxlmum disposable

!I!he-ael.eotlon-charts

for alrplsnes with a drag coefficient based cm wind-tunnel

model tests are.given in figure 18 and for the futurlsttc t

design in f@ure 19.

A exeful e.wparlson of the trends”of performance in

figures 13; 18, and 19 shows no major effect of’aerodynamic

refinement. .The;speed,range, and rate of climb are all in-

creased by the lower drag which would affect the-selection of .

an airplane fpr “a.~lven&ssion, .but”thegeneral trends with

wing loading and power loading rernatnunchanged. . .

Structural lNei#lt

The percentage Of airplane weight required for structural

weight aft’ectsthe range, disposable load, and weight charts,

but leaves the”other selection charts unchanged. Figure 20

shows the rcvlsed”charts for 70 percent of the normal struo-
...

tural weight and.figure 21 the charts for 130 percent of the “

normal strutiu.ral.w.sight.. . .

. ..— . . .
..-
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The main ef~ect of struotural”welghtIs to “change;”the

optbum power”loading for”mximpm range. . ... .The.low. structural

weight increases the optimum power loadi.& and the high

.structural weight reduces It; “

Fixed W& ghts “ “ “

Changing the fixed weights af$’ectsthe values of rhnge,

disposable load, and weight oharta. Fixed weights.as .

defined here Include armor, armament, crew, and eqgipment,

electrical and hydraulic equipment, communications, instru-

ments, and cabin supercharging, but not power plants. “

Figure 22 shows the charts for 70 percent of the fixed

weights and figure 23 for 130 percent of the fixed weights.

Variation In the fixed wei~hts seems to have very little

effect on the trends of the charts and only affects the

values.

Combining the Changes in Specific “FuelConsumption,

‘Aerodynamici~efinement,and Structural Weight

The combination of these effects”pr&ents only a single

new selection chart on range, figure 2~. The speed, rate

of cllmb, and take-off d~stance are shown in figure 18(b),

the disposable load”in figure 20(b), the weight chart In

figure 20(c), and the L/D chart in i’lgure18(c). .

The combination of these

values and curves of constant

pendent of wing loadlng. It

effects shows large range

range that are nearly lnde-

may be noted th”atthe optimum
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power loadhg for range is above a power loading of

30 pounds per horsepower for these optimistic conditions.

General Dlacusslon

The presentation of trends In airplane performance char-

acteristics as a function of only wing amd powor loading at

first may seem too simple a conception to be oi’use to

designers. So many factors affect the absolute values of

the perfommnces that the trends might also be basically”

affected. The purpose of this appendix wm” to show how the

values on the ck.srtsmay be radicalky affcctsd whllo the

broad trends in performance remairibRsic~lJy the same.

These broad trends may be summarized as foiloris~

1. lt~m~ range and cargo capacity are Prfmarily

dependent m power loading and only sllghtly dependent on

wing loading.

2. Speed is dependent on both the whg and power loadlng.

If an airplane with low wing and power

the speed is only sli~htly affected.

shown by a straight line drawn through

loading is overloaded,

(This condition my be

the origin and the

point representing the wing and power loading of the airplane.)

3. Rate of clinb is primarily affected by the power

loading and only slightly depgndent on the wing loading.

4. Take-off distaznceis depe.mle~ltupon both wing and

power loading but need not be made long in order to get great

range providtng the proper ohoice of parameters is made.
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